Preliminary results and notation. Recall that an
(AM)-space E is a Banach lattice such that || JC v y || = ||x || v||y || for each nonnegative x and y in E. Kakutani [6] proved that the (ΛM)-spaces are isometrically characterized as the closed sublattices of spaces C(X), for X a compact Hausdorff space. An order unit e in £ is a nonnegative element of E such that for each x ^ 0 in E there exists a real number Λ > 0 such that x S λe. E is an (AM)-space with unit if E has an order unit e such that the order interval [ -e, e] coincides with the unit ball in E. The weak* topology on the dual £' of £ will be denoted by σ (E\E) .
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. C(X) is the Banach lattice of real-valued continuous functions on X. For each x E X, ε x is the point evaluation at x. The function that is identically one on X will be denoted by l x . For any subset Y of X, define 478 EMILY MANN PECK equivalent norm || || e to be an (AM)-space with unit. The norm || || β is defined by /E F. If ||F|| = 1, then e = P(l x ) is a unit for F with the supremum norm.
There is a compact Hausdorff space K such that C(K) is lattice and linearly isometric to F with the norm || || e . In fact, K can be taken to be the set of extreme points of the positive face of the dual unit ball for the norm || || e on F We shall denote this particular space K by Ω e . Equipped with the σ(F\ F) topology, Ω e is a compact Hausdorff space. Moreover, the isometry is given by the evaluation: Φ:F->C(Ω β ) Φ(f)(μ)=μ(f) for each fEF 9 μeSl e (see [12] , p. 247). Φ is an isometry defined on F with the supremum norm if and only if ||P|| = 1. Throughout the paper the linear structure of C(X), sublattices F, and projection P will be assumed and used even though the linear structure will not be specifically referred to each time.
The following result can be proved in a manner analogous to Corollary 4, p. 691, of [13]: PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let F be a closed sublattice of C(X). If P is a projection of norm one of C(X) onto F, then P is positive.
^-projections on C(X).
If X is a compact Hausdorff space, then the range of an /-projection on C(X) is lattice isomorphic to C(K) for some compact Hausdorff space K. Does there exist an embedding of K into X? In order to answer this question affirmatively, we shall need to relate linear mappings of C(X) into C(Y) to point maps of Y into X. The following theorem (see Kaplan [7] ) will be a major tool: THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and let T: C(X)-+C(Y) be a lattice homomorphism with T(ί x )= l γ .
(a) There is a continuous function TΊ Y -• X defined for y E Y by /(Γ'(y))= T(/)(y) for all f G C(X). Moreover, T is one-to-one whenever T is onto, and T* is onto whenever T is one-to-one.
(b) Given a continuous function <p: Y-»X, there is an associated linear mapping φ°: C(X)-*C(Y) defined for /e C(X) by φ°(f)(y) = f(φ(y)) for ally E Y. || φ ° || = 1, and φ° is an isometry whenever φ is onto.
(
c) (T)°=T
For any function /: A -» B, the symbol f\ M , A 0 C A, denotes the restriction of / to the domain A o . Suppose that X is a compact Hausdorff space and that Y is a closed subset of X. There is a restriction mapping R γ of C(X) onto C(Y) defined by R γ (f)(y) = f(y) for y E y, / E C(X). We shall also denote tf y (/) by /| y . Throughout the paper the term "restriction mapping" will be used in this canonical sense. Note that R γ is a lattice homomorphism and that JR Y (1 X ) = 1 y .
It will be necessary to extend real lattice homomorphisms (that is, real-valued lattice homomorphisms) defined on a closed sublattice F of C(X) to all of C(X). Denote by Ω F the set of extreme points of the positive face of the dual unit ball for the supremum norm of F. We remark that if Ω e corresponds to a projection of norm one (as in §1), then Ω e = Ω F since ||/|| e = |J/|| for each / E F. LEMMA 
(Extension lemma). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let F be a closed sublattice of C(X). Then any real lattice homomorphism on F can be extended to a real lattice homomorphism on C(X) that has the same norm.
Proof. Let ξ: F->R be a nonzero lattice homomorphism (the zero homomorphism can be trivially extended to all of C(X)). Then ξ/\\ ξ || is in Ω F since ξ generates an extreme ray of the cone in F' (see Schaefer [12] , p. 213). An extreme point argument shows that any element of Ω F has an extension to an extreme point of the positive face of the unit ball in C(Xy. But the extreme points of the positive face of the unit ball in C(X) f are the point evaluations ε x , x E X, which are real lattice homomorphisms on C(X). That the extension has the same norm is obvious.
The following lemma is well-known in the "folklore" of the literature; however, it does follow directly from the extension lemma. It will be useful to note that if F is a closed sublattice of C(X), and if F is renormed with an equivalent (ΛM)-space norm || || e (see §1), then μ E Ω e exactly when μ is a real lattice homomorphism on F and
The first theorem identifies the range of an /-projection P on C(X) as C(Y) for some closed subset Y of X. Moreover, a converse to that statement is obtained. For the case that ||F|| = 1, the portion (a) implies (b) was proved by Geba and Semadeni [4] . THEOREM Proof. If (b) is satisfied, then R ~γ ° R γ is the desired ^-projection. Conversely, let P be an /-projection of C(X) onto F, and consider ω E Ω e , where e = P(lχ) as in the discussion. Then ω ° P is a real lattice homomorphism of C(X) onto R; hence by 2.3 there is an x(ω) E X and a constant fc(ω)>0 such that
as given above. Then φ is a one-to-one continuous function of Ω e with the σ{F',F) topology into X. Moreover, the function λ:Ω e -»R, defined by λ(ω) = k(ω), for ω E Ω e , as given above, is a continuous function. Denote by Y the range of φ. Then Y is homeomorphic to Ω e via φ, and so F with the norm || || β (or C(Ω e 
)) is lattice isometric to C(Y).

It remains to show that T: F^> C(Y) given by T = (φ' ι )
{ °Φ is the restriction mapping R γ . Let / E F, and y£Y. Then 
E: C(Y)->C(X) with the property that E(f)(y) = f(y) for all y e Y and / E C(Y).
Dean [2] proved that the existence of a linear extension operator E is equivalent to the existence of a (bounded) projection of C(X) onto hull(y). The preceding proposition can be reformulated in terms of simultaneous extensions that are lattice homomorphisms as follows: COROLLARY 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let F be a closed sublattice of C(X). // P is an {-projection of C(X) onto F with KerP = hull(Y), then there is a simultaneous extension operator E: C(Y)->C(X) with ||£|| = ||P|| and E a lattice homomorphism. Conversely, if there is a simultaneous extension operator E: C( Y) -> C(X) that is a lattice homomorphism, then there is an £ -projection P of C(X) onto a sublattice of C(X) that is lattice isomorphic to C(Y). Moreover, \\P\\-\\E\\.
Proof. If P exists, then R γ ι is the desired simultaneous extension operator. Conversely, if E exists, then E ° R γ is an /-projection onto a sublattice of C(X) that is lattice isomorphic to F.
Suppose that F is a closed sublattice of C(X) such that F is lattice isometric to the range of an /'-projection of norm one on C(X). Is F the range of an /-projection on C{X)Ί If X is stonian, then there is an /-projection of C(X) onto F as we shall see in Theorem 3.1. However, if X is not stonian, it is possible for a sublattice to be lattice isometric to the range of an /-projection on C(X) without itself being the range of an /-projection. In fact, the restriction that X be stonian cannot even be relaxed to the restriction that X be totally disconnected. Before considering such an example, we construct an /-projection of norm one associated with a given retraction. PROPOSITION 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let Y be a closed subset of X. If r: X-^Y is a retraction, then there is an /-projection of norm one of C(X) onto a sublattice of C(X) that is lattice isometric to C{Y).
Proof. Consider r°: C(Y)-» C(X). A simple computation shows that r°oR γ is an /-projection of C(X) onto F = r°oR Y (C(X)).
Moreover, Ker r°°R γ = hull(Y), and Rγ ι is a lattice isometry of C(Y) ontoF. Thus ||r°oj? y || = 1. EXAMPLE 2.7. (See Arens [1] ) We give an example of a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space X and a sublattice F of C(X) that is lattice isometric to C(Y), where Y is a retract of X, yet F is not the range of any /-projection (not necessarily of norm one) on C(X). By 2.6, F is lattice isometric to the range of an /-projection of norm one on C(X).
Let
: w, rc EN, m^ nj,
is a retraction of X onto Y. Then r induces the /-projection r°°R γ of norm one of C(X) onto a sublattice of C(X) that is lattice isometric to Let F be the sublattice of C{X) consisting of those functions constant on Y. There is no /-projection of C(X) onto F; however, F is lattice isometric to C(Y). That there is no projection of norm one of C(X) onto F is exactly the point of Arens' example. To see that there is not even a positive projection of C(X) onto F, note that since l x E F, the norm of any positive projection must be one; hence Arens' proof applies, and there is no positive projection of C(X) onto F It remains to show that F is lattice isometric to C(Y). First note that F is lattice isometric to C(X 0 ), where X o is the one-point compactification of X o , via the mapping T(f)(x) = \ l Hence F is lattice isometric to (c), the space of convergent sequences. Clearly, C(Y) is also lattice isometric to (c), and hence F is lattice isometric to C(Y).
We know that a norm one projection of C(X) onto a sublattice of C(X) is necessarily positive. It might be conjectured that a sublattice that is the range of a projection of norm one on C(X) is the range of an /-projection on C(X). We shall see in §3 that if X is a stonian space, then the conjecture is true; however, if X is a compact Hausdorff space that is not stonian, we claim the conjecture is not necessarily true. We are indebted to H. Lotz for suggesting the following example that is much simpler than the one we had used in a preliminary draft. EXAMPLE 2.8. We give an example of a compact Hausdorff space X and a closed sublattice F of C{X) such that F is the range of a norm one (therefore, positive) projection on C(X) and F is lattice isometric to the range of an /-projection of norm one on C(X), but such that F is not the range of any /-projection on C(X).
Let X be the unit circle in the complex plane, and let F consist of all the even functions in C(X):
Then P: C(X)^>F, defined by P(f)(z) = (/(z) + /(-z))/2, for/E C(X) and z E X, is a projection of norm one of C(X) onto F. Observe that F is lattice isometric to C(X), which is the range of an /-projection on C(X) (the identity mapping).
If there were an /-projection of C(X) onto F, since F is lattice isometric to C(X), there would be an embedding σ of X into X such that σ(X) is a closed connected subset of X (an arc segment), and such that F is isomorphic to C(σ*(X)) via R σm . It is easy to see that at least one, but not both, of the elements z and -z for each z G X must be in <x(X) in order that R σ{x) is one-to-one and onto. Clearly, no such arc segment exists; therefore, there is no /-projection of C(X) onto F.
3. Projections on C(X) for X stonian. In this section we shall restrict our attention to projections on C(X) for stonian spaces X. Much of the pathology encountered in the previous section cannot occur in the presence of this restriction on X. For example, we shall show that it is not possible for a sublattice F of C(X) to be lattice isomorphic to the range of an /-projection on C(X) and not be the range of any /-projection on C(X). (Contrast this with the situation in Example 2.7.) Suppose that X is a compact Hausdorff space. Recall that X is a stonian space if the closure of each open set is open. Nakano (see [11] ) proved that C(X) is an order complete vector lattice if and only if X is stonian. It can be shown that a sublattice that is the range of a positive projection defined on an order complete vector lattice must also be order complete as a vector lattice. Now let X be a stonian space, and let P be a positive projection on C(X) onto a closed sublattice F of C(X); since X is stonian, F must be order complete, and the lattice isometry of F with C(Ω e ) then shows that Ω e must be stonian.
We shall state the main results for sublattices that are the ranges of positive projections on C(X), for X a stonian space, before proving any of the results. THEOREM 
Let X be a stonian space and let F be a closed sublattice of C(X). The following are equivalent: (a) There is a projection of norm one of C(X) onto F. (b) F is an order complete (AM)-space with unit. (c) Fis lattice isometric to a space C(K), for some stonian space K. (d) F is lattice isometric to C{Y), for some closed subset Y of X, under the restriction mapping R γ . (e) There is an ί-projection of norm one of C(X) onto F.
As a corollary, we have the following result:
. Let X be a stonian space, and let Z be a stonian space such that C(X)" is lattice isometric to C(Z). Then (a) there is an embedding of X into Z, and (b) there is an ί -projection P of norm one of C(Z) onto <p(C(X)), where φ is the canonical embedding of C{X) into C(Z).
If we replace the requirement that F be the range of a projection of norm one by the requirement that F be the range of a positive projection, then a similar theorem may be obtained by replacing "isometry" with "isomorphism" throughout 3.1. However, the proof of 3.3 will not follow exactly as that for 3.1. THEOREM 
Let X be a stonian space and let F be a closed sublattice of C(X). The following are equivalent: (a) There is a positive projection of C(X) onto F. (b) F is an order complete (AM)-space with an order unit. (c) F is lattice isomorphic to C(K), for some stonian space K. (d) F is lattice isomorphic to C(Y), for some closed subset Y of X, under the restriction mapping R γ .
(e) There is an ί-projection of C(X) onto F.
NOTE. In (b), the order interval [-e,e] , where e is an order unit for F, is not in general the unit ball for F.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are not equivalent. We obtain conditions for a closed sublattice F of C(X) (X stonian) that is the range of a positive projection to be (in addition) the range'of a projection of norm one. We shall then be able to construct a simple example of a stonian space X and a closed sublattice F of C(X) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3 but not Theorem 3.1. We shall now prove theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 .
Proof of 3.1. (a) implies (b) is a consequence of 1.2; (b) implies (c) is the Kakutani representation; (d) implies (e) follows from 2.4; and (e) implies (a) is obvious. It remains to show that (c) implies (d).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that K is ίί F . Suppose that Φ is the lattice isometry of F with the supremum norm onto C(Ω F ) given by the evaluation mapping. Consider
and define the mapping ψ: Z->Ω F by ψ(x) = ε x | F , for each x in Z. We claim that ψ is continuous and surjective. Since ψ is a lattice isometry, we have for each x in Z, It follows that ^(JC) = ε x \ F is in Ω F for each x in Z since each ψ(x) is a real lattice homomorphism on F. From the extension lemma it follows that ψ is surjective. By a lemma due to Gleason (see [5] , p. 484), it follows that there is a closed subset Y of Z such that ψ | γ is a homeomorphism of Y onto Ω F . It is easily seen that the lattice isometry (ψ\ γ )°°Φ of F with the supremum norm onto C(Y) is the restriction mapping R γ .
The proof of 3.3 will depend upon an extension theorem for lattice homomorphisms into C(Y) for stonian spaces Y; the crucial step for that theorem is the extension lemma. The extension theorem was suggested by a theorem of H. P. Lotz (see [9] ) on extensions of positive operators; a proof may be given by appropriately modifying Lotz's proof. 
If X is a compact Hausdorff space such that C(X) contains F as a closed sublattice, then there is an extension f of T that is a lattice homomorphism of C(X) into C(Y).
Moreover, ||f || = ||Γ||.
Proof of 3.3. We need only show (c) implies (d). If T is a lattice isomorphism of F onto C(Y) for some stonian space Y, then there is an extension f of T that is a lattice homomorphism of C(X) onto C(Y) by 3.5. Then T~ι°f is the desired /-projection.
REMARK.
Noting that the extension T constructed in the proof of 3.5 is norm-preserving, we have || T~ι ° T\\ -1 whenever T is an isometry defined on F with the supremum norm. Another proof of 3.1 can be given using this observation.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The equivalence of (a) and (b) was proved in 3.
It is clear that (b) implies (c).
If (c) is satisfied, then ex U F * (the set of extreme points of the dual unit ball in F') is σ (F',F) closed. It follows from a theorem of Lindenstrauss and Wulbert (see [8] , p. 336) that if F is a closed sublattice of C(X), and if ex U F . is σ (F', F) closed, then F is isometric to C(Ω F ) under the evaluation mapping. Ω F must be stonian since F is order complete. Hence (c) implies (b).
If Φ: F-» C(K) is a lattice isometry where K is stonian, then u =Φ" 1 (lκ) is a unit element for F, and ||ε x | F ||= u(x) for x in X. It follows that (b) implies (d). It is clear that (d) implies (e). If (e) is satisfied, then Ω F is a continuous image of Z under the mapping θ: Z^Ω F , θ(x)= ε x \ F (see the proof of 3.1). Hence Ω F is σ(F',F) compact, and, therefore, σ(F', F) closed. Thus (e) implies (c).
That (b) implies (f) follows since 0 ^ / and ||/|| ^ k for some positive constant k if and only if 0 ^ / ^ ku, where u is the unit element. If (f) holds, then u = sup{/ in F: 0^/, ||/|| ^ 1} is a unit for F. (b) then follows by the Kakutani representation. The equivalence of (f) and (g) is clear.
To conclude this section, we shall give an example such that the conditions (a) through (g) of 3.4 are not satisfied. Then the norm || || on F is equivalent to the supremum norm, and F with the norm || || is an (ΛM)-space. Hence there is a compact Hausdorff space X such that F can be isometrically embedded as a closed sublattice of C(X). It follows from the fact that Y is stonian that there is a positive projection of C(X) onto F.
We claim that there is a net of real lattice homomorphisms on F, each of norm one, that converges to a real lattice homomorphism on F of norm I It will follow that condition (c) of Theorem 3.4 is not satisfied, and hence there is no projection of norm one of C(X) onto F. Let {y α } be a net in Y that converges to y 0 , and consider the net {ε y j of real lattice homomorphisms on F. It is clear that ||ε yβ || = 1 for each α, yet ||εjj| = \. But {ε yβ } converges to ε yu in the topology σ{F', F) since {y α } converges to y 0 in Y. whenever {f a } is a net of nonnegative functions in C(X) such that {f a } decreases to 0.) Dixmier [3] proved that X is hyperstonian exactly when C(X) is a dual space, and that in this case the predual of C(X) is uniquely determined as the space C(X) n of normal measures on X.
Projections on C(X) for
We shall consider projections on C(X), for X a hyperstonian space, that satisfy an order continuity condition. We shall call a positive projection P of C(X) onto a sublattice F of C(X) an order continuous projection if {P(f a )\ decreases to 0 in F for each net {/ α } in C(X) that decreases to 0.
A band in an order complete vector lattice E is a lattice ideal Af of E such that sup S is in M for each subset S of M such that sup S exists in E. A simple computation shows that the bands in C{X) for X a stonian space are those lattice ideals hull(Y) such that Y is a closed and open subset of X If X is a hyperstonian space, it can be seen that P is an order continuous /-projection on C(X) if and only if Ker P is a band in C(X) (see, for example, [10], Theorem 18.13).
If Y is a subset of X, then -Y will denote the set theoretic complement of Y.
The situation for order continuous /-projections, which is partially analogous to that for /-projections on order-complete C(X) spaces, is summarized below. to the condition that F be lattice isometric to C(Y) for some hyperstonian space Y. For example, let X be a hyperstonian space without isolated points, and let F be the sublattice of C(X) consisting of the constant functions. Then F is lattice isometric to C(one point), yet there is no one-dimensional band in C(X). As a final remark, we have the following result: COROLLARY 
There is an order continuous ΐ-projection of C(X)" onto C(X) if and only if X is hyperstonian.
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